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LET F be a closed surface and ,tl a Riemannian 3-manifold. A map$ F-+M is incompressible if 
1,: rl(F)-+nl(_lI) is injective. A smooth incompressible immersionfi F-+M is said to be a least 
clren map if the area offis less than the area of any map from F to M which is freely homotopic 
to& If 41 is a closed 3-manifold, with rrZ(M) zero, and if F is not S’ or P’, then a theorem of 
Schoen and Yau [12] asserts that any incompressible map from F to M is homotopic to a 
least area map. In [2], Freedman et nl. proved some results on the intersections and self- 
intersections of two-sided least area surfaces, which they summarized by the slogan “least 
area surfaces intersect least”. (Two-sided means that the map has trivial normal bundle.) In 
this article we give some examples to show that least area surfaces need not have the minimal 
possible number of triple points. This is the result of the title. These examples suggest that the 
results of [2] are the best that can be obtained in general. 
Iffi F-+Jl is a general position immersion, the only self-intersections will be double 
curves and triple points. and the usual invariant associated to this self-intersection is the 
complesity. which is the pair (t, d) where t is the number of triple points and n is the number of 
double curves. Sow a least area immersion need not be in general position, so Freedman et al. 
defined a new inv-ariant D(f) of any incompressible immersionfi F+M which, whenfis in 
general position. is closely related to the number of double curves d(J). They showed that a 
two-sided least area immersionfminimizes the invariant D(f) among all homotopic maps. 
They also gave an example to show that, in general, a least area immersion need not minimize 
the number of double curves d(f), which was another reason for defining a new invariant. 
However, in the case when the surface involved is the torus T, they showed that a least area 
mapfi T-+,LI was always self-transverse and that D(J) equals d(J). Thus f has the least 
number of double curves achievable by any map homotopic to& 
The main example in this paper is of a Riemannian 3-manifold M and a least area map 
f: T-+-.11 which has triple points but is homotopic to a general position immersion without 
triple points. Thusfdoes not minimize the complexity (t, d). At this point, we should mention 
an important unsolved problem. We stated above that a least area mapfi T+M must be self- 
transverse. This means that any two sheets off(T) cross transversely, but it does not mean 
thatf‘is in general position. The mapfcould have curves of triple points (or of even higher 
multiplicity). X more worrying possibility is thatfcould have a countably infinite set of triple 
points. An example of a local picture with this property is the intersection in ?z~ of the planes 
-_=O and y=r with the surface ~=e- 1’XL sin (l/.x). This last surface is not minimal, but 
Guliiver has constructed an example of three minimal surfaces which intersect with a 
countable set of triple points. If M has an analytic metric, thenfis also analytic [6-83 and it 
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follows that this phenomenon cannot occur. But, in general. it is unknown whether or not a 
least area immersion can possess countably many triple points. 
The examples in this paper were motivated by work of Scott. In [lo], he considered an 
incompressible mapfofthe torus Tinto a 3-manifold ,Vf which was homotopy equivalent to a 
Seifert fibre space .V. This mapfcould not be homotopic to an embedding. The entire aim of 
that paper was to homotopfso as to have no triple points. He showed that for most choices of 
N, one could find a homotopy class of maps of T to A4 such that any least area map in this 
homotopy class could not have triple points. This result held for any metric on ,cI. In the 
remaining cases, he could not find such a homotopy class and so a great deal of work was 
needed to directly perform a homotopy offso as to remove all the triple points off: Our main 
example shows that, for certain Seifert fibre spaces N, there is no such homotopy class and so 
makes it clear that the hard word of [ lo], was necessary. However, it is interesting that there 
are occasions, as shown in [IO], when one can show that a least area map cannot have triple 
points whatever the metric. This raises the question of when excess triple points are possible. 
In order to discuss the general question of when excess triple points can occur, we first 
need to recall some facts discussed in [2]. Let F be a closed surface not S2 or P’, let A4 be a 
closed Riemannian 3-manifold with x2(.44) equal to zero, and letfi F-+M be a least area. 
incompressible, two-sided immersion. Let M, denote the covering of M with n,(M,) 
=f*(n,(F)). Thenflifts to &I, and this lift is an embedding. It follows that the pre-image off(F) 
in the universal covering A of A4 is a collection of embedded planes. These planes will be 
disjoint if and only iffcovers an embedded surface in M. In [lo], Scott considered the 
intersection pattern of these planes, which is the set of pairs of planes which intersect. The key 
point here is that, asfis least area, results of [Z] show that the intersections which occur are 
the least possible. Thus the intersection pattern is independent of the metric on .cI and is 
really an invariant of the pair of groups consisting of rr,(M) and its subgroupf,(7r,(F)). In the 
special situation of [lo], Scott was able, in most cases, to find a least area mapfsuch that 
these planes had the 3-plane property, which means that given any three distinct planes, two 
of them are disjoint. When this is the case, it follows immediately that the mapfcannot have 
triple points, so long as we assume thatfdoes not factor through a covering of some surface. 
For iffhas a triple point, there must exist three distinct planes in A with a common point, 
which violates the 3-plane property. This observation and the methods of the present paper 
suggest the following conjecture. 
Conjecture. Let F be a closed surface not S’ or P2, let A4 be a closed Riemannian 3- 
manifold with rcz(?/I) equal to zero and lett F+M be a least area incompressible two-sided 
immersion. If the planes in fi which form the pre-image of F do not possess the 3-plane 
property, then there exists a Riemannian metric on M such that any least area map 
homotopic tofmust have triple points. 
Remark. We pointed out earlier that if the planes in !q do possess the 3-plane property, 
thenfcannot have triple points. Further, for any metric on i@, any least area map homotopic 
to f also cannot have triple points. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we give three examples of least area 
surfaces with excess triple points. The first example is extremely simple and consists of three 
2-discs embedded in a 3-ball equipped with the standard Euclidean metric. Each 2-disc has 
least area relative to its boundary and they intersect in some triple points, but they can be 
isotoped fixing their boundary to intersect only in double points. This demonstrates that 
excess triple points can occur even when the topology of the surface involved is very simple. 
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Next we describe a least area annulus in the solid torus S’ x D’ equipped with a product 
metric. This annulus has triple points, but is homotopic fixing its boundary to a map without 
triple points. We close Section 1 by generalizing this last example slightly. In Section 3, we use 
this generalization to give an example of a closed Seifert fibre space M and a Riemannian 
metric on :\-I which will force excess triple points for any least area torus in a certain 
homotopy class. The metric will be constructed so that large parts of M are entirely avoided 
by any minimal surface of small area. Intuitively, these parts of $1 will have their metrics 
blown up like balloons, without modifying the metric on the rest of M. While it is well known 
that such blowing up is possible, there does not seem to be a proof in the literature. Thus we 
devote Section 2 to a careful discussion of the results needed. 
$1. EXCESS TRIPLE POISTS IN THE PLATEAU PROBLEXl 
In this section, we shall present three examples in which a surface. with prescribed 
boundary and having least area, none the less has excess triple points. According to the 
results of Freedman et al. [2], this can only occur when there is no embedded surface in the 
prescribed homotopy class of surfaces, since otherwise the least-area surface would be an 
embedding. Thus, a certain degree of topological complication is required for such examples. 
The first example is completely explicit, while the second and third examples require the use 
of existence results and the maximum principle. 
1.1. Example: three disks in I?3 
Consider Scherk’s surface: s = U(J, 3) = log(cos :/cos J), defined for - 42 <y, 2 < TI, 2, in 
Euclidean coordinates (s, I’, z). Almost any minimal surface would serve in this example, but 
the fourfold symmetry of Scherk’s surface simplifies the construction. Let Z, be the translated 
surface .Y = U(J, I) + E, for small positive E. This surface meets the unit sphere S2 in a smooth 
curve 7 1, and .Y assumes its minimum value x,, < 0 along 7 1 at the two points where J = 0. We 
may further assume, after resealing, that 
(1) ;‘, has a convex projection on the (y,z)-plane, 
(2) yi lies below the wedge-shaped surface .YJ~=IJI, and 
(3) in the strip lyl <IX,, 43, a parametrization of y1 satisfies Id.u/dyl<, 3. 
Otherwise, we may choose a sufficiently large scale factor i., replace u by G(J, z)= 
i.lc(_rli.,z/i.), and reduce E accordingly. In fact, near the origin, Scherk’s surface has the 
asymptotic behavior 
(u(L’, :)=+(JZ-zl)+ O((v? +zZ)‘). 
Recall that condition (1) implies that X1 is the unique branched minimal surface with 
boundary ‘ii, and afortiori is the surface of least area. 
Let X1 and X, be the surfaces obtained by rotating C, about the z-axis through angles of 
f 2x13, and let y2 and y3 be their boundary curves. Condition (2) above implies that the three 
curves meet only where (x, y) lies in an equilateral triangle of side 2J31.u,/ and centred at the 
origin. This triangle is formed by the line X=X,, and its two images under rotations about the 
origin through angles of k 2x13. Condition (3) then forces exactly one point of intersection in 
the hemisphere (zB0) for each pair of curves, along with the symmetric point in the other 
hemisphere. Therefore, the union 7 of the three circles yi,yZ and y3 in S’ is isotopic to the 
intersection with S’ of three planes meeting pairwise in three parallel lines. In particular, 
there is a surface in the ball D3 which is homotopic to I= C 1 u Zz u C,, has boundary ;‘, and 
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has no triple points. However, Z is the surface of smallest area in this homotopy class. indeed 
the only stationary surface of any topological type with three connected components. 
Further, C has two excess triple points. In fact, since E >O and x0 ~0, all three disks Xi 
intercept the z-axis where log cos(:,‘E,)= -E/E. 
1.2. Example: an annulus in D’ x S’ 
Example 1.1 illustrates the phenomenon of excess triple points occurring on a surface of 
least area. Its major limitation as an example is that the prescribed boundary curve has self- 
intersections (for such curves, the parametric existence theory is problematical). Our next 
example involves a prescribed boundary which consists of two disjoint, smoothly embedded 
circles, and which bounds an annulus of least area having excess triple points. 
Let a solid torus I’= D’ x S’ be given the Euclidean product metric, where D’ is the 
closed unit disk in ,“1* and the length of S’ is to be chosen later. Let V be divided into five 
segments IV,, . . . , Wj of the form D* x [zi, q+ J. We shall construct two disjoint embedded 
circles *n ,i,;j2 on SP’, each of which is homotopic in V itself to three times the generator of 
ni( I’). In each slice D* x (z>, we choose six points pi, . . . , p6 in cyclic order around 
c?D’x (31, with pi,ps and pj in 7, and p2,p4 and p6 in yz. In the segment W,,pi and pi+3 
(i= 1,2,3) lie in a plane parallel to and at distance 1,!4 from the z-axis, in a threefold 
symmetric configuration (see Fig. 1). 
pzp@c5 D2(=JD5 p2@p5p2(=Jp5 p3Qp6 
p3 p-3 4 3 4 
4 5 
Fig. 1 
In W,, the points move to a new position. In W,, each pair {pi, pi+ 3} lies in the parallel 
plane at distance l/4 on the opposite side of the z-axis.In segment W,, the six points return to 
the configuration of W,, and in segment Wj, the entire cross-section rotates through an angle 
of 2x13. We assume that each of the segments IV’, and W, has length 2Lz3.85, where 
cash (L/2)= 3,“: the other three segments have quite arbitrary dimensions. 
Now i’i - y, is the boundary of a unique homotopy class of annuli in V. One such annulus 
C, can be constructed by simply joining pi to pi+ 3 by a straight line segment in D2 x {z}, for all 
values ofz. Note that this annulus will have triple points in the sections W, and W, of V. Now 
let X be an annulus of least area in this homotopy class. The existence of X follows from [9], 
since ZV’ has non-negative mean curvature. It was shown in [3] and [4] that 1 is an 
immersion. Moreover, 1 may intersect itself only transversely, and the number of double- 
point curves, as counted in the domain of the immersion, is as small as possible for its 
homotopy class [2, Theorem 6.7 and p. 6371. We will show that C must have triple points but 
that there is an immersed annulus X1 homotopic to C and with no triple points. We construct 
Z I by joining pi to pi+ 3 by a simple arc in D” x {z>, for all values of z so that any cross-section 
C, n (D’ x {z}) . IS isotopic to the union of the three straight lines in the segment WI (see 
Fig. 1). The double-point locus of C, consists of two disjoint curves in the annulus; therefore, 
the least-area immersion Z has at most two curves of double points, which may intersect. 
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Now we consider how Z meets the slice D’ x (I:. Each such 2-disc has least area and it 
follows again from [2] that Z meets each D’ x [-_I. transversely. Further, the intersection 
consists of three embedded arcs which must join pi.to pi_ 3 (i = 1 ,1,3). The easiest way to see 
this is to note that if I’, denotes the j-fold cover of I’, then 1 lifts to I’, yielding a least area 
annulus X3 in I’,. As X3 is clearly homotopic to an embedding, it follows from [2] that C, is 
an embedding. 
We will prove that X must have triple points by showing that in the middle of the 
segments IV’, and W, of V, the cross-section X n D” x {z> must be isotopic to the standard 
cross-sections shown in Fig. 1. Thus the picture for C is similar to that for X0. It will follow 
immediately that X has triple points in some intermediate cross-section. To do this, we shall 
compare C with appropriate minimal catenoids. 
To clarify our use of the maximum principle, we consider the universal covering r of V 
which is isometric to the cylinder D’ x ?! c F3. The pre-image of Z in t consists of three 
embedded copies of the universal covering of C. We choose one and denote it 2, and write 
8 = y1 - T2. Consider a particular segment I?, = D’ x C-L, L] of v corresponding to It’,. 
We choose Euclidean coordinates (x,y,z) so that (Ti u Tz) n #‘i lies in the plane 
.Y = - l/4. The catenoid .X = c(y, z) defined by .K >, - 2 and 
now serves as a barrier. In fact, the adjacent segments tT/, and @‘12 of vmeet the catenoid only 
at (1, 0, &-L) and otherwise lie below, while the portions of T1 and T2 in pi touch the catenoid 
at (- l/4, f fi/4,0) and otherwise lie below. (Here the word “below” is used with respect to 
the x-coordinate.) Further, the boundary of the catenoid lies outside the region /XI< 2. On the 
other hand, for C 2 1, the entire cylinder tsatisfies x d c(y, z) + C. As C decreases from values 
larger than 1 toward zero, the first point ofcontact of 2 with the catenoid .X = c(x, z) + C must 
occur on its boundary or on dX, by the strong maximum principle; this occurs only when 
C=O. This shows that 2 lies strictly below the catenoid, and in particular intersects the 
central disk D2 x (0) of I?, only below the y-axis. 
The same argument may be applied to all three components of the pre-image of X, to 
show that the configuration in the central disk D’ x (01 of W, is isotopic to the standard cross 
section for IV’, shown in Fig. 1. A similar argument may be applied to the segment 17; to 
show that the configuration in the central disc of W, is isotopic to the standard cross section 
for IV, shown in Fig. 1. It follows that X has excess triple points, as claimed. 
1.3. Example: an annztltls in HZ x S’ 
In Section 3, we shall construct an immersed torus of least area and having excess triple 
points, in an appropriate Seifert fibre space. In order to get away from the fixed boundary 
curve of Example 1.2, we need to modify that example so that d V has numerous right angles. 
This is obviously impossible in Euclidean space but may be done in the Riemannian product 
H’ x S’, where H2 is the hyperbolic plane of constant Gauss curvature - 1. 
The circle S’ will be given an appropriate length, and for each z E S’, we shall choose in H’ 
a rectangular geodesic dodecagon R,d,z, with six fold symmetry, and a rotation angle e(z). The 
solid torus V c H2 x S’ will be defined by V= ((x, y, z) E HZ x S’: (x, y) E Rec,,RAtzj>. Let the 12 
edges ofRA(_) be denoted P2j_ Ir Qj, P2,, Rj+2, Pzj+ 1, etc., in cyclic order (j= 1,2,3 modulo 3). 
See Fig. 2. 
The points pl, . , p6 of Example 1.2 will not be prescribed, but only required to lie 
somewhere in the corresponding geodesic arcs P,, . . , P,. The rotation R,,z, about the 
center of R .,,(_) will be chosen so that as z makes a circuit of.S’ in the positive sense, Pi is taken 
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Fig. 2. 
smoothly to Pi_2 (i= 1, . . . , 6 modulo 6). That is, we consider any pair of smooth curves 
.I , I, y2 in S V so that for each z in S’, yi meets RB(zlRA(_) in three points, one in each of Pi, Pi + z 
and Pi+*. 
Then ;I -yZ is the boundary of a unique homotopy class of annuli in P’, and we consider 
an annulus X of least area in this homotopy class. (We will simply assume that Z exists for the 
purposes of this example. This is not automatic as dV does not have non-negative mean 
curvature.) As in Example 1.2, it follows that C is an immersion, that its double-point locus 
consists of exactly two curves in the annulus, and that C meets each slice Q.4t_) transversely in 
three embedded arcs. Further, E: is homotopic to an immersed annulus without triple points, 
and whose double-point locus consists of two disjoint curves. We shall show that for an 
appropriate choice of the domains Z2.41ri, C has at least two triple points, which are therefore 
excess mple points. In analogy with the Euclidean case, we shall apply the maximum 
principle to control the location of the three sheets of C relative to the center of R_,,_,. The 
following construction provides a family of minimal comparison surfaces in H’ x ?. 
Choose a geodesic r in H2, and let (x, y) be geodesic normal coordinates from r (x =0 
describes r with arc length y, and y=y, is an orthogonal geodesic with arc length x). 
Recall that (x, y) is a global coordinate system for H’, and that the hyperbolic metric is 
ds’ = d.u’ +- cosh’.u dy’. The hypercarenoids which we shall use are the minimal surfaces in 
H’ x 3 of the form .u=f(z). This surface has principal curvatures 
k, =f”(z) [I +(f’(z))2]-3!2 
and 
k2 = - [ 1 + (f’(~))~] - I” tanh L/‘(z)], 
so that the condition of minimality is 
f”(z)= [l +(f’(~))~] tanh u(z)]. (1) 
For each t>O, we consider the solution f,(r) of (1) satisfying the initial conditions 
f;(O)= t,fi(O)=O. Then f; is a convex function with the unique minimum f,(O)= t. We 
observe that given ;,a0 and .Y,>O there is a unique value t>O so that frCzl)=xl. 
In fact, the function ?/&J(Z) satisfies a linear differential equation whose zero-order term 
has the correct sign, and thereforef,(:,) is a strictly increasing function of t. In contrast 
to the catenoids in 53, however, the hypercatenoids lie between two planes, as reflected in the 
following 
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LEMMA 1.1. Giren positire numbers x1 and zl, let t be the unique initial value so that 
l;(zI)=xI. Then tanh t<n,‘k,. 
Proof: We have f(z)=fi(z)>t for all -_fO. Equation (1) may be integrated using the 
branch of the arctangent satisfying arctan 0 = 0. We obtain 
arctan _/“(-_r) = tanhf(z)d:>-_, tanh t. 
But arctanf’(z1)<n/2, and the result follows. 
The estimate of Lemma 1 is independent of x1. In applying the comparison principle to 
one segment of V, this will allow adjacent segments to have arbitrarily large diameter. 
As an aid in the construction of the hyperbolic domains R,, we first record some 
trigonometric relations in a hyperbolic quadrilateral. The relations may be derived by 
straightforward computation from the laws of sines and cosines. 
1.4. Relations in a hyperbolic quadrilateral 
Let a geodesic quadrilateral in H’ have three right angles and an acute angle x = xl + zz, 
as in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
Then the following five relations hold: 
(1) (law ofsines) sinh (I~= sin rl sinh C 
(2) (law of cosines) cash C=cosh a, cash A, 
(3) cash a, = sin r cash A2 
(4) sinh A, =cosh C tanh a, 
(5) cosech A2 = tan r tanh al. 
LEMMA 1.2. For each A>+ log 3, there is a unique rectangular dodecagon R, in H2 
symmetric under the reJections in three geodesics CT~, 02, g3 meeting at the centre with angles 
n/3, such that: 
(1) gj meets opposite edges Rj and sj at right angles, at the respective distances A and B 
from the centre (j= 1, 2, 3); and 
(2) the remaining edges P,, . . . , P, have length 1. 
Further, let e = e(A) denote the minimum distancefrom the centre to any geodesic r joining a 
point in Pi to a point in Pi+,. Then e(A)+ilog3 as A+%. 
Proof The dodecagon R, consists of six congruent pentagons as shown in Fig. 4. By 
construction, we have z + p = 71/3 and a, + bz = length (Pi) = 1. Three further relations are tan 
Y tanh az = tan /? tanh b, by 1.4(j), cash a, =sin r cash A and cash b2 =sin /? cash B by 1.4(3). 
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Fig. 4. 
These relations show that fi, a2 and A are strictly decreasing, while bl and B are strictly 
increasing as functions of the angle 2, 0 <x<rr/3. Hence all elements of the pentagon are 
uniquely determined by A. Further, as A -9 log 3, B increases beyond bound. Since the 
relations are symmetric, it follows that B tends to )log 3 as A-+-/,. 
The distance e = e(A) may be explicitly computed via a more detailed construction, using 
relations 1.4. Its limiting behaviour as A --) XJ, however, may be seen immediately using the 
Poincare disk model of H2. In fact, as A -+uJ, the two sides Pzj_ L and Plj and the side Qj 
between them tend to a single point on the boundary circle, and R,d tends to an equilateral 
triangle with its vertices at the boundary. This forces T to be arbitrarily close to one edge of 
the triangle. Therefore e(A) converges to the hyperbolic inradius +log 3 = arccosh (cosec n/6) 
of this triangle. 
We are now ready to complete the construction of V= [(.K, y, z) E HZ x S’: 
(x, y) E Re,,,RA(_)), by choosing appropriate functions A(z) >j log 3 and 0(z). In Lemma 1, we 
choose zi =n; then for any value .x1 ~0, there is a unique t>O so thatf,(ri)=.u,. 1loreover. 
tanh t <i, that is, t <ilog 3. Further, t is an increasing function of.xi, so that t tends to a value 





which implies to < )log 3. Referring to Lemma 1.2, we may choose A = A, so that e(A,) = to: 
write B=B, for the distance of the sides Rj from the centre in the dodecagon Q,,. Now 
choose a length I>0 for the transition segments of Y, and let the length of S’ be 471+21. 
Choose A: S’--&log3, co) to be a smooth function with A(z)=AA, for -n<z<n and 
A(z)=B, for n+l<z<3n+L We require 0: ?!--r? to vanish on [ - rr, rr] and satisfy the 
identity e(z + 2~ + r) 5 O(t) - n/3. The symmetry RZnl, R, = R, implies that Y is well defined. 
Let r be the geodesicjoining the vertex between sides P, and R, to the vertex between P, 
and R,, m the dodecagon R,,. By construction, the distance from T to the center is to, and the 
edges P, and P, lie on the opposite side of T from the centre. Let (x, y) be geodesic normal 
coordinates from I, so that the centre has coordinates (x, y) =(t,, 0). According to Lemma 1.1, 
there is a one-parameter family of complete minimal hypercatenoids in H’ x S’ of the form 
M, = ((x, y, z)~ H’ x S’: x =J(z)}, 0 <t <A Passin, 0 to the universal cover v of V as before, 
we consider one of the three sheets of 2 lifted to Fin the segment Vn (H’ x [ - TC, n]), namely 
the sheet 2 having its boundary in P, and P,. Sincef;(z) Yt, we see that for t sufficiently large 
M, lies entirely above P(“above” w.r.t x). For t-Fro, M, lies inside HZ x (-II, 71) and above P, 
and P,, so that 22 lies below M, in particular. The maximum principle now implies that 
2 itself lies strictly below M,,. Now M,, intersects H” x (0) in the curve x=fo, which 
passes through the centre and has downward geodesic curvature tanh to. It follows that 
_?? n (Hz x (0)) lies below a geodesic through the centre of R,, and orthogonal to pi. 
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Similar arguments may be applied to the other two sheets of Z lifted to c’;, and these can 
also be applied to the intersection of all three sheets with H’ x [HIT + 1). As in the case of 
Example 1.2. the conclusion is that the cross-sections in H’ x (01 and HZ x (2~ + 1) are of the 
two types shown in Fig. 1, so it follows at once that Z must have at least two triple points in 
some intermediate cross-sections. 
$2. COSSTRUCTIOS OF 5lETRICS 
In Section 3, we shall put a Riemannian metric on a Seifert fibre space +I which will force 
excess triple points on any least-area torus in a certain homotopy class. The metric will be 
constructed so that extensive regions of &I are entirely avoided by any minimal surface of 
small area. Intuitively, these regions will be blown up like balloons, without modifying the 
metric on the rest of ,M. A crucial element in this will be the well-known monotonicity 
property of minimal surfaces. For completeness, we present here a sharp form of this 
inequality, although the Balloon Lemma 2.9, which is the main result of this section, could 
also be proved using Federer’s version (Section 5.4.4 of Cl]). 
Illo~orox~cr~~ LEMMA 2.1. Suppose C2 is minimally immersed into a manifold icfn having 
sectional cuwature <b’. Let p be any point of 1, and write B, for the closed ball in ic’r of radius 
R nnd centre p. Write R, =d(p, 2X). If R < min (R,, x/(2b)), then the area 
A(C n BR) >$ (I- cos bR), which we denote by A,(R). (2) 
Remark. Inequality (2) is sharp, with equality holding if a is a sphere and X is totally 
geodesic. The inequality is also valid in a negatively curved manifold &?, where b is imaginary; 
and for a stationary integral current .X of any dimension, where A,(R) is the value for a totally 
geodesic submanifold in the space of constant sectional curvature b2. By analogy with 
Euclidean or hyperbolic space, one might expect the ratio ,4(X n B,)/&(R) to be a monotone 
function in the case b’ > 0 as well; however, we have not proved this particular monotonicity, 
and retain the name of the lemma for tradition’s sake only. 
Proof We follow the first part of Anderson’s proof, for the negatively curved case b’<O, 
that A(CnB,)/A,(R) is non-decreasing [13, Theorem 11. Let r be the geodesic distance 
from p in A, so that the gradient Pr is a unit vector field on int Blrlb-{p}, and its gradient 
in z has norm IIVrj/ < 1. We apply the unintegrated first variation formula with the vector 
field E =rf(r)x(r) Vr, where rfr)= A,(r)/&(r) and x(r) is a smooth positive function with 
compact support in [0, R,). This yields 
cf&,,(r~r), ej> + Wr il WI 21 dA =O (3) 
(see equation (2.1) of [ 133). Now on a submanifold of dimension q, with orthonormal basis 
{e,, . . . ) e,j, the sum 
(P,,(rvr), ej) > /lVr/l’ +(q- /jVr/j2) br cot br 
>~/Vrjl’[l+(q-l)brcotbr]=l/Vri[‘Q(r) 
(see 1. 15, p. 482 of [ 133). In our case, q = 2. Observing that Q(r)f(r) + rf’(r) = 1, we deduce the 
inequality 
s 
l(r) !iVrli’dA < - 
s 
,y’rf(r) ilVrl/‘dil. (4) 
X z 
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Let W(R) be the integral of 11 Vrii’ over X n B,. We choose x to be a smooth approximation to 
the characteristic function of (- x,R] and thereby obtain the inequality 
W’(R) 6 Rf(R) W’(R) for the distributional derivative of W(R). It follows that the ratio 
W(R)/A,(R) is monotone non-decreasing. But ljVrii 4 1 as r+O, so that this ratio approaches 
an integer value 2 1 as R-0. Therefore, 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let 7 be a great circle in the sphere S3( lib) of constant sectional curcature 
b2, and choose p < x/b. We introduce the notation Rjb’, p) for the complement in S3( 1,/b) of the 
p-tubular neighbourhood of 7. 
We may compute, e.g. via the Riccati equation, that the principal curvatures of XI(b’,p) 
with respect to the outward normal are k, = b cot bp and k, = -b tan bp. Therefore, its mean 
curvature H equals b cot 2bp, which is positive for 0 < hp < 7r,‘4. In fact, p = n/(4b) describes the 
Clifford torus. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let C2 be minimally immersed in R(b’, pl), with dCcBR(b2, pl) and 
bp, =C 7114. Then the area of C satisfies 
A(I)>$ [l-cos(rr/4-bp,)]. 
Proof Since ZR(b’,p) has positive outward mean curvature for pi <p< q’(4b), the 
maximum principle forces max fd(p, 7) ~EXJ 3 n,‘(4b) and therefore 
R,=max {d(p,Z): p~I.)>n/46)-p,. 
The conclusion now follows from the Monotonicity Lemma 2.1. 
Remark. The same lower bound holds for the area of a minimal X2 in S”(l/b), using a 
maximum principle for systems such as Lemma 3.1 of [S]. More generally, if Cm is minimally 
immersed in S”( l/b) and the domain R(b2, pl) is defined by distance from a totally geodesic 
k-sphere y, then C has m-dimensional volume at least 
sinm-‘rdr 
where tan’(R, + bp,) = (n - k - 1)/k, 0 < R, + bp, < 7~/2, and mo, is the volume of S”- ‘( 1). 
A crucial element in our construction will be the ability to patch two Riemannian 
manifolds together along the boundary, stretching or compressing the metrics nearby, so that 
the mean curvature of the boundary does not change sign. Although use has been made of 
similar procedures in the recent literature, we have not found any published proof of its 
validity. 
PATCHING LEMMA 2.2. Suppose gitlen two Riemannian (n + l)-manifolds-with- 
boundary (A,& and (~ci,g) so that one compact component P of a~%? is diffeomorphic to one 
component P of a&?. Let M be the differentiable mantfold obtainedfrom ti and A by identifying 
P with P. Suppose that a collar c of P in &? and a collar 0 of P in A are foliated by 
hypersurfaces, P^ and P’ each being a leaf of the respectil;e foliation. Assume that the mean 
curvature of each leaf is non-strictly away from P in 0 and is non-strictly towards P in 0. Then 
for any suJficiently small constant b > 0, there is a Riemannian metric g on M, agreeing with Q in 
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.I?; c and wirh 8, b’ in -0 I c, such that the mean curcature of each leaf of the gicenfoliations 
remains oriented non-strictly to\c.ard :I?. ,Lloreocer, if a group G acts on (A, j) and (A?, j) bl 
isomerries preserving thej2liations. and if P and p are G-equirariantly difleotnorphic, then G 
acts by isometries on (.V,g). 
Proof: We consider only the special case A?=Aq = P x [0,6], equipped with two 
Riemannian metrics 0 and 4, such that the curves (pj x [0,6], p E P, are orthogonal to the 
leaves P, = P x (t} of the given foliation in both metrics. We shall construct a metric g on 
P x [O. 63 which agrees with j on P x [0, l] and with Q/b” on P x [S, 61, so that P, has non- 
positive mean curvature in the direction of increasin, 0 t. The general case follows by choosing 
diffeomorphisms of P with P and with P and extending alon g the orthogonal trajectories to 
the given foliations to form diffeomorphisms of P x [0,6] with a collar of P in ,!? (mapping P, 
to P) and with a collar of P in 10 (mapping P, to P). 
By hypothesis, the leaves P,, 0 <t < 6, have non-positive mean curvature fi and I’? in the 
direction of increasing t, in both metrics j and g. We shall define 
g = /c(t)j + E.(t)J 
with appropriate smooth functions p, i.: [0,6]-+[0, a), such that each P, has non-positive 
mean curvature H. In the context of a group action, one may observe that g is invariant. The 
difficulty is that mean curvature is not a convex function of the metric, even for constant 
p and i.. Define j.(t)=0 (O<t<2), p(t)= 1 (Odtd l), p(t)=0 (4<t66) and 
E.(t) = b-’ (5 6 t < 6) where b > 0 is to be chosen later. Now d/St is orthogonal to P, in all three 
metrics. Therefore, writing t =x0 and choosing local coordinates (x’, . . , x”) for P, we may 
write the condition of non-positive mean curvature as gijTijo.=nH J&do, where 
is the Christoffel symbol and summation over 1 d i,jdn is assumed. We may compute 
rijo = pFijo -+ p’cjij + i.Tijo -+ i.‘gij (5) 
Our hypothesis implies $jrijo 60 and #jrijo 60. Clearly, if L r0 and $20 then 
gij=l,-‘jij and nH, go0 /=nE?,,/&-n$/2,u,<O. (Similarly, if LEO and i.‘>O then 
H GO.) Now choose p on the interval [l, 31 with $20, such that pfijo --4$jij is negative 
definite on [Z, 33: that is, P, is strictly concace in the metric @, 2~ t d 3. Then 
continue ,u arbitrarily on [3,4], to match up smoothly with ,U = 0 on [4,6]. Then H 60 
on [0,2]. We shall choose L’>O everywhere on [0,6], which ensures H ~0 on [4,6] 
as well. 
Next, since -ii.‘gij is negative definite, there is a constant i., > 0 so that on the interval 
[2,3], if i.(t) < i., then rijo is negative definite. Let A be an upper bound for the &normal 
curvatures of P,, 3 ,< t <4, and let C be an upper bound for the eigenvalues of ptijo -$igij 
with respect to 4 on P x [3,4]. We choose i. increasing on [2,4] such that L < Lo on [2,3] and 
i.‘> 2Ai + 2C on [3,4]. Then formula (5) shows that rijo is negative definite on [Z, 41, which 
implies H <O. Finally, we extend i. smoothly with i.‘>O on [4,5] to match up with any 
sufficiently large constant, j.(t)= b-’ on [5,6]. Note that i. and ~1 never vanish simul- 
taneously, so that g is positive definite. It follows that the leaves P, have non-positive mean 
curvature everywhere in P x [0,6]. 
Remark. It may be observed that the same proof applies when the mean curvature of the 
leaves is replaced in both the hypothesis and the conclusion by the condition of m-concaritl 
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for some I <m <n: the sum of any m principal curvatures is non-positive, This condition is 
appropriate for the maximum principle with regard to m-dimensional minimal submanifolds. 
BALLOOX LEWIA 2.3. Suppose gicen a Riemannian metric i on V= D’ x S’ such that for 
somefoliation of a neighbourhood U of S V by tori including 2 V, the mean curvature of the leaves 
is non-srrictly totvard ? V. Thenfor any LO E .?, there exists a Riemannian metric g on V, g E CJ on 
a neighbourhood of S V, with the following property. If V c X3 isometrically with the metric g, 
nnd any compact immersed of least in its homotopy class in with no 
in such (E n d L,, not meet V. 
We apply the Patching 2.2 with (A,&=(U,g); with (&?,kj)=Q(l,pJ 
as Definition and the foliation considered is {aQ(l,p): pod 
p 6 n 12). We the constant to small enough L, <x(2 - ,/3)/b2, which is 
lower bound of 2.1 when bp, =n/12. The new metric by the Patching 
Lemma is a metric on solid torus Vcontaining an isometric of Q=R(bz, n/( 12b)) in 
its interior, the remainder of by tori P, with 
any Riemannian manifold X3 an immersed surface 11 in X least 
in its homotopy class. If E meets V, then by strong maximum principle, 
iz each component of E is a covering of one of the tori P,. If E meets the spherical domain Q, 
then according to Corollary 2. I, A(C n 0) B $2 -,/3)/b’ B L,,, contrary to hypothesis. On 
the other hand, P, is homotopic in V to a degeneratetorus, whose image is a circle and which 
has zero area. If Z is a covering of P,, then the least area in its homotopy class is 0, so that the 
immersed surface C could not have least area. 
Remark. By similar techniques, the Balloon Lemma may be proved when V= D2 x S’ is 
replaced by an arbitrary handlebody. This requires finding an orientable surface of arbitrary 
genus in S3 with mean curvature nowhere zero, which may be constructed directly. 
$3. A LEAST AREA TORUS WITH TRIPLE POINTS 
In this section, we will construct a Seifert fibre space M and an incompressible map 
5 T-M, where T is the ‘-torus, such that f has no triple points. We will also construct a 
Riemannian metric on M such that any least area map homotopic to f must have triple 
points. In contrast to this, there is a standard metric on M, for which any least area map 
homotopic to f has no triple points. 
We start with a general topological construction. The solid torus D2 x S’ has a natural 
foliation by the circles {yj x S’, ys D2. If we cut D2 x S’ along a 2-disc D2 x (z} and then re- 
glue with a rotation through 27cq/p, where p and q are co-prime, we obtain a new foliation of 
D2 x S’ by circles. All the leaves apart from the central one represent p times the generator of 
n1(D2 x S’) and they each wind q times around the central leaf. The solid torus with this 
foliation is called afibred solid torus of type (p,q). 
Now let V be a fibred solid torus of type (3,l) and let C’ and c” denote disjoint annuli in 
Z Veach of which is a union of leaves of the foliation of V. Let X be obtained from Vby glueing 
C’ to C” so that leaves are glued to leaves with orientation preserved and the orientations of 
C’ and C” are reversed. Thus X is orientable and has an induced foliation by circles. This 
foliation gives X the structure of a Seifert fibre space with one critical fibre, the centre circle of 
V. The boundary of X consists of two tori each with an induced foliation by circles. We 
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choose fibred solid tori t’i and V2 of type (pi, qi) and (pz, q2) and glue them to SX matching 
leaves of the foliations. The resulting closed manifold depends on pI, ql. pl, q2 and the choice 
of glueing. It is foliated by circles and is a Seifert fibre space with three critical fibres, the centre 
circles of V, V, and V,. In what follows we will assume that p1 and p2 are each at least three 
and let M denote this closed 3-manifold. The other choices involved in the construction of ,LI 
are irrelevant for our argument. 
Next we define an incompressible map_/! T-M, where Tis the 2-torus, such thatfhas no 
triple points. Let 7’ denote an essential simple closed curve in the annulus C’ in 2 V and let :“’ 
denote the curve in C’which is identified with ;:’ when forming X. As in Example 1.2, there is a 
map& of the annulus 1 to M which embeds SE with oriented image y’-;:” and has no triple 
points. Further all such maps are homotopic. After identifying C’ with C”, we obtain fromf, a 
map f of T into X and hence into M, which has no triple points. We claim that f‘ is 
incompressible. In order to see this, we need to consider the fundamental group of M. For 
background material on Seifert fibre spaces and their fundamental groups see [ 1 l] and the 
references therein. 
The fundamental group of M has infinite cyclic centre whose quotient is a triangle group, 
so we collect some basic facts about triangle groups. Let p, q and r be three integers, each at 
least two. Let XYZ be a triangle with angles rrip, rc/q and n/r lying in S’, E2 or H*, depending 
on whether l/p + l/q + lir is > 1, = 1 or < 1. Then A(p, q, r) denotes the group of isometries 
generated by rotations x,y and z about X, Y and Z through angles Zn/p, 2n/q and 2x/r 
respectively. One has the relations xp = 1, yq = 1 , z’ = 1 and sy: = I in A(p, q, r). In the case of 
the manifold M constructed above, there is an exact sequence 
1 +E+n,(M)+A(3, pr, pz)-+ 1. 
Note that as we are assuming that p1 and p2 are at least 3, A(3,p,, p2) is a group of isometries 
of E2 or H’. 
Now we can identify the map of fundamental groups induced by the given mapf: T+,Cf. 
Let ‘1 denote a generator of the centre of ni(M). Let p denote the element “y-i of A(3, pl,pr), 
and let B denote an element of n,(M) which projects to B. Thenf,(rr,(T)) is the subgroup of 
ni(M) generated by z and p. Clearly, f, is injective if and only if p is of infinite order in 
A(3, pl, p2). This is guaranteed by Lemma 1.1 of [lo] when A(3, pI, pz) is a group of isometries 
of H* as we are assuming that pi and p2 are each at least 3. The only remaining case is when 
p1 = p2 = 3 and then /? is clearly a translation of E* and again of infinite order. We conclude 
that f is incompressible as claimed. 
If one gives M a geometric structure modelled on H’ x 3, .Sz?!, Nil or E3 as appropriate 
(see [l l] for more details), then there is a least area map g: T-.Lf homotopic tof: The image 
of g is unique for the first two geometries and is a union of non-critical fibres of the Seifert 
fibration of M. One of these fibres is a double curve for g. Thus if B denotes the base space of 
the Seifert bundle M, the image of g is simply the restriction of the Seifert bundle to a figure 
eight in B. In particular, g has no triple points. 
We will now construct a Riemannian metric on M such that any least area map in the 
homotopy class offmust have triple points. Recall that ,M is constructed from a solid torus I’ 
by identifying two annuli C’ and C” in d Vand then adding two solid tori Yi and V,. We start 
by giving V a metric as in Example 1.3, so that V embeds isometrically in the Riemannian 
product H2 x S’. Recall that each cross-section Vn H* x {z] is a dodecagon RA(_). See Fig. 2. 
The annuli C’ and C” in 2 V are to be identified with the annuli determined by the union of 
arcs P, u P, u P, and P2 u P, u P, in dR. For each z E S’, we glue P, to P2, P, to P,, and P, 
to P, by an isometry which reverses orientations. This yields a four-holed sphere SAC_) with a 
hyperbolic metric and with geodesic boundary arising from R, u R, u R,, Q,, Q2 and Q3. 
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The union ofall these is diffeomorphic to X and the metric on Vinduces a Riemannian metric 
on X. Note that SX is smooth precisely because of the right angles in the dodecagon RA(_). 
The metric which we have described on X depends on the choice of the functions A(z) and 
O(z) and of the number 1 which is the length of the transition segments of Y. Unfortunately, 
this is not yet the metric we need as dX does not have non-negative (inward pointing) mean 
curvature. We can achieve this as follows. Let E be a positive number which is less than e(A,) 
and e(B,), where il, and B, are the values of A(z) when --71 <z<rr and n+I<z637~+I 
respectively, and e(A) is defined in Lemma 1.2. Let SA(I),E denote the hyperbolic surface 
obtained from SA(_) by adding to each boundary component an annulus of width E. Thus the 
boundary of SA(I,,E has inward curvature equal to tanh E. Let X, denote the union ofSAcZ,.E, for 
all I. Clearly X, is X with a collar attached to its boundary. If ,4(z) and O(z) have suitably 
small derivatives, then SX, will have positive (inward pointing) mean curvature. This can be 
arranged after choosing 1 suitably large, and we will assume that this has been done. 
We have now chosen E, 1, A(z) and O(z) and have obtained a metric on X such that the 
resulting Riemannian manifold X, has boundary with positive (inward pointing) mean 
curvature. Recall the incompressible mapfi T+X defined earlier in this section. Let L, 
denote the area of this map. We extend the metric on X, to one on M in any way. Note that as 
2X, has positive (inward pointing) mean curvature, the induced metrics on the solid tori P’, 
and V, are such that there is a foliation of a neighbourhood of S Vi in Vi by tori whose mean 
curvature is toward av,. Now the Balloon Lemma 2.3 applied to V, and V, yields a new 
metric on M, which is unchanged on X,, such that any closed least area surface in M of area at 
most L, cannot meet V, or V,. Thus if g: T +M is any least area map homotopic tof, we must 
have g( T) c X,. We will use this fact to show that g must have triple points, by essentially the 
same argument as was used in Example 1.3. 
Let C denote the annulus in X, obtained from the annuli C’ and C” in 2 V. As dC does not 
lie in 2X,, we will enlarge C to an annulus C, properly embedded in X,. In each four-holed 
sphere S,4,z,,E, the intersection with C consists of three geodesic arcs coming from P, and P,, 
from P, and P,, and from P, and P,. We extend each of these geodesics until they meet the 
boundary of SA(_),E and let C, denote the union of these extended arcs. Unfortunately, C, is not 
minimal, although its mean curvature is small because A(s) and O(z) have small derivative. 
Instead, we consider a least area annulus F in X, with the same boundary as C,. As C, is 
embedded, results of [2] show that F is also embedded. In addition, we will need to know that 
F lies in the e-neighbourhood of C, in X,. If this is not the case, we will return to our original 
construction of X, and choose 1 to be larger, and choose ,4(z) and O(z) to have still smaller 
derivatives. By making these derivatives suitably small, we can show that F lies in the E- 
neighbourhood of C, in X, by comparin g with appropriate hypercatenoids. For this 
comparison, we will need to consider all points of S’, not simply the points where z = 0 and 
z = 27~ + 1, which sufficed for Example 1.3. 
Having arranged that F must lie in the s-neighbourhood of C, in X,, we cut X, along F to 
obtain a solid torus V, which embeds isometrically in HZ x S’. Recall that the cross-section 
VnH’ x {z} is a dodecagon RA(-_). Let R&, denote the s-neighbourhood of RA(_) in H* and let 
Q&, denote Q,4,,, with the a-neighbourhood of ZRAL(_) removed. Then, for each value of z, we 
have the inclusion R- c V,,nH’ x {z} CR+. Thus V. is “almost’equal” to V. 
Now we consider how g(T) intersects Vo. As F is a least area annulus in X,, g(T) meets F 
transversely in essential circles [2]. Note that g(T) cannot be disjoint from F, for then g(T) 
would be contained in the solid torus V,, which would contradict the incompressibility of g. 
We see that g(T) meets V, in annuli C, whose boundary components lie in the annuli F’ and 
F” in ? V,, obtained by cutting along F. Each C, has least area relative to its boundary. As each 
slice VonH’ x (z) is also least area relative to its boundary, it follows that each Zk meets each 
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slice in a collection ofembedded arcs, as in Example 1.2. Now the situation is similar to that of 
Example 1.3 with the solid torus V replaced by I”O and the dodecagon R,.,(_) replaced by a 
dodecagon (with non-geodesic edges) which we denote !Z4,,,. Let Pf, QT, Rf denote the edges of 
Sk’,, corresponding to the edges of SV. The fact that g,(n,(T)) is the subgroup of nl(.V) 
generated by r and B implies that each boundary component of each C, represents the 
generator of X,(F) and that some Xk is of essentially the same type as the annulus Z of 
Example 1.3. i.e. I,nH’ x {z] consists of three arcs joining Pf to Pfc3. 
At this point, we want to apply the same arguments involving comparison with 
hypercatenoids as we used in Example 1.3. The crucial fact which is needed is that, because we 
chose E to be less than e(A,), the corresponding quantity e”(A,) is also non-zero. Here e&(,4,) 
denotes the least distance from the origin ofany geodesic which lies in the slice V, n HZ x (0) 
and joins Pf to PB+ 3. This allows one to proceed as in Example 1.3 to prove that g must have 
triple points. 
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